COOKIE POLICY
Use of cookies
Acquamarinawedding.com utilises cookies to make its services simpler and more efficient for the
users who are reading the pages of Acquamarina Wedding Planner.
Users who read the Site will see certain minimal amounts of information inserted in their
devices, whether computers or mobile systems, contained in small files called “cookies” saved in
the directory utilised by the users’ web browser.
There are various kinds of cookies, some designed to make use of the Site more efficient, others
to enable certain functions.
Types of cookies used by acquamarinawedding.com
Following are the various types of cookies utilised by Acquamarina wedding planner for site
usage functionality.
Technical cookies
This type of cookies allows correct functioning of certain sections of the Site.
There are two categories: persistent and session cookies:
•
•

persistent: Once the browser is closed, these cookies are not erased but remain until a
predetermined date.
session: They are erased every time the browser is closed.

These cookies, always sent by our domain, are necessary for the correct viewing of our
Site and in relation to the technical services offered; they will always be utilised and sent,
therefore, unless the users change the specifications of their own browser (thereby impeding
correct viewing of certain pages on the Site).
Service analysis cookies by third parties
These cookies are utilised to gather information on use of the Site by users, but anonymously, in
areas such as: pages visited, visit period of time, area of origin of traffic, geographic provenance,
age, gender and interests for use in marketing campaigns. Such cookies are sent by third
party domains external to the Site.
Acquamarinawedding.com, in accord with current legislation, is not required to request user
consent for technical and analysis cookies, since they are necessary for the services offered.
Websites and services by third parties
The Site Acquamarinawedding.com might contain links to other websites which have their own
privacy policy which could be different from that adopted by , which is therefore not responsible
for such sites.

Cookies utilised by Acquamarinawedding.com
Following is a list of technical and analytical cookies utilised by this Site:

•

•

•

•

PHPSESSID
Duration 1 day- Technical cookie memorising data on navigation and website functioning
(research parameters, language, etc.).
_ga
Duration 2 years- Google Analytics statistical cookie (third party cookie). Used to find out
if the user ever connected to the website.
_gat
Duration 10 minutes - Google Analytics statistical cookie (third party cookie). Cookie used
to obtain a panoramic view of the website’s visitors.
__atuvc / __atuvs
Duration 2 years. Technical cookies from AddThis (third party cookie). These cookies are
associated with social sharing widget AddThis which is commonly included in websites to
allow users to share the content on different networking and sharing platforms. They
memorise an updated version of the number of shared pages.

How to manage the cookies on your computer?
Every browser allows the personalisation of the way that cookies must be treated. It is possible
to block every type of cookie, or to accept and receive only certain ones and disable the
others. The Options or Preferences menu of the browser allows the user to avoid receiving
cookies and other user tracking technologies, and how to obtain notification by the browser of the
activation of such technologies. Alternatively, the user can also consult the Help section offered by
most browsers. Some browsers make possible “anonymous navigation” on websites, accepting
cookies, then erasing them automatically at the end of each navigation session. For additional
information regarding “cookie management” and “anonymous navigation” consult the
documentation provided by the browser used.
For more information on cookies and on to manage cookie preferences (by first and/or third
parties) users may also visit the platform www.youronlinechoices.com.

How to disable third party cookies
•

Google services

This page can be viewed by means of the link at the foot of every page of the Site, in accord with
Art. 2, Paragraph 2 of Legislative Decree 196/2003 and successive simplified methods for
notifying and acquiring consent for the use of cookies published in the Gazzetta Ufficiale no.126 of
3 June 2014 and in the pertinent regulations register no. 229 of 8 May 2014.

